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STATEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL INTEREST NO 21 

NEW COLLEGE 

 
Asset/Monument Type: Academic 
College 
Summary: New College was founded in 
1379. It was a wealthy foundation, built 
on a grand scale and was the first college 
to construct a purpose built quadrangle. 
The college encompasses a number of 
architecturally innovative features and 
contains the best preserved stretch of the 
13th century town wall. 
Location (NGR): SP51740642 
Definition: A college is an establishment 
housing a community of secular clergy 
sharing a degree of common life less 
strictly controlled than that within a 
monastic order. Colleges are normally 
identified through documentary evidence. 
Their buildings are usually associated 
with a parish church (not necessarily of 
formal collegiate status) although some 
extra-parochial and academic colleges 
had their own chapel. Other 
morphological elements present may 
include one or more cloisters or 
quadrangles, ranges of lodgings (either 
communal or more commonly as separate 
apartments), a common hall or refectory, 
service buildings (kitchen, buttery etc), a 
master or warden's lodging, a guest 
house, gate houses and sometimes an associated school or bede-house. 
Version: 12/2/2012 

Key characteristics 
The following criteria (which are not in any order of ranking) are based on the Secretary of 
State’s criteria for assessing Scheduled Monuments. They should not be regarded as definitive, 
but as an indicative provisional assessment. 
 

1. Period: Does the asset characterise a category or historic period? 

Assessment: The college is characteristic of a period higher education from 14th century to 
the present. Academic colleges are just are one of many asset types which characterise the 
medieval and post-medieval period.  
Score: Medium 

2. Rarity: What is the rarity of the asset in terms of regional and national context? 
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Assessment: At a national level The University of Oxford is an institution only directly 
comparable to the slightly later University of Cambridge. At a county level, 22 medieval 
academic and chantry colleges are recorded in the Oxfordshire OHER New College is one of 18 
Oxford colleges established by the 16th century but is a notably important for its introduction 
of the planned quadrangle into English College design.  
Score: High 

3. Documentation: To what extent is the significance of the asset enhanced by existing 
documentation or lack thereof? 

Assessment: The extensive college archive comprises the administrative records of the 
college since 1379, title deeds and manorial records of its extensive estates throughout 
twenty eight counties. The college has limited archaeological documentation. 
Score: High 

4. Group Value: is the value of the asset enhanced by its association with related contemporary 
monuments or with monuments of different periods? 

Assessment: The college is associated with the Saxon eastern suburb, the medieval 
intramural settlement, the Saxon and medieval defences, at least ten former academic halls 
and several historic tenements. The college has group value with associated holdings and 
contemporary colleges. 
Score: High 

5. Survival/Condition: What is the estimated level of above and below ground survival? 

Assessment: Architecturally, New College is a well preserved complex of medieval and post-
medieval collegiate structures echoing the design of monastic houses.  The single storey 
Cloister range has remained essentially the same since its construction in the 14th century. 
The character and extent of below ground remains is less well understood. 
Score: High 

6. Fragility/Vulnerability: susceptibility to change 

Assessment: Vulnerable to small scale works, permitted development and pressure to 
improve on site facilities. 
Score: Medium 

7. Diversity: Does the asset possess a combination of high quality features? 

Assessment:  New College comprises two Quads, a Cloister Range, a Bell Tower, a Barn and a 
registered garden including a 16th century Mound 
Score: High 

8. Potential: Is there a likelihood that currently unrecorded evidence can be anticipated? 

Assessment: The potential for evidence for the Saxon and medieval defences has been noted 
through previous archaeological investigations.  The 14th century abandonment of this area of 
the city could also provide a unique opportunity to study the early foundations of Oxford in an 
area that has seen less redevelopment than others. 
Score: High  
Overall score (22/24) 

Overall Assessment of Archaeological Interest: High 

HERITAGE ASSET DESCRIPTION 
New College, or more properly St Mary College of Winchester, was founded in 1379 by 
William of Wykeham, bishop of Winchester on new grounds in the north-east of the city and 
incorporating a large part of the city wall and its bastions which it was required to maintain. 
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The section of 13th century city wall in the grounds of the college survives as the best 
preserved section of the towns defences. Prior to its construction the area of land used for the 
foundation of the college had been largely abandoned as the towns prosperity declined in the 
14th century. Contemporary documentary evidence suggests that the area was a dumping 
ground for ‘waste and corpses’ (VCH iv: 16). The college probably gained the name New 
College in an effort to distinguish it from the existing College of St Mary (Oriel College) (VCH 
iii: 150). It was significantly different from all earlier foundations in the scale and architecture 
of its buildings as well as in its scholarly programme as it was designed primarily for 
undergraduate study rather than higher degrees. It was the first college to be conceived as 
part of a dual foundation, supporting a grammar school at Winchester through which all 
students were required to pass, a system which was maintained until the 19th century (ibid.). 
New College was also the first Oxford College to be conceived as a coherent architectural 
whole, with the disparate elements of earlier colleges - Hall, Chapel, Library, chambers for 
Fellows, lodgings for the head of the College, kitchen - all grouped together in a single set of 
buildings. It therefore established a model for collegiate architecture, in Oxford and elsewhere 
(Tyack 1998:40).  
The modern college is comprises of two quadrangles, a section of the city wall and a number 
of ancillary buildings both within and without the walls (Sherwood and Pevsner 1974: 167). 
The College contains some 22 listed buildings including 12 separate listings for the city wall 
as it passes through the grounds of the college. The earliest college structures are the 14th 
century Cloister Range (LB Ref 9/242C), the Bell Tower (LB Ref 9/242B) and the Longhouse 
(LB Ref 9/242H). In the 15th century the North Range (LB Ref 9/242D) of the Garden 
Quadrangle was constructed along with the Warden’s Barn (LB Ref 9/242F). The Great Quad 
(LB Ref 9/242E) was built in the 16th century and served as the type-site for Oxford’s later 
colleges. The South Range (LB Ref 9/242G) was added to the Garden Quad in the 17th century 
and in the 18th century the iron screen (LB Ref 9/242J) completed the quad. In the 19th 
century the New Buildings (LB Ref 9/242K) and the Tutor’s House (LB Ref 9/242L) were 
added to the Holywell Street frontage. 
A number of archaeological investigations have been carried out at New College since the 19th 
century; however the majority were concentrated on the medieval defences in an attempt to 
identify the Saxon defensive line and the medieval Outer City Wall (see below). An 
archaeological investigation was carried out in 1993 at the mound in the gardens of New 
College. Mounds were an increasingly common feature in 16th century formal gardens. 
Illustrations of the mound as depicted by Logan in 1675 indicate it followed the stepped 
pyramid design. Since its construction, the mound has been topped with first a sundial and 
then a summerhouse. The investigations revealed the steps just below the surface at the top of 
the mound, suggesting it had been lowered at some point but no structural evidence was 
recorded (Bell 1993: 4). The quantities of disturbed medieval pottery recorded within the 
mound probably originated from the pre-college use of the area as a waste dump.  
Several building surveys have been carried out at New College since the 1980s, enhancing the 
original 1939 RCHME building survey. In 1981, the 14th century Long Room was surveyed 
identifying areas of modern alteration as well as the preservation of the original roof timbers 
(UAD 630; Steane and Bradford 1982). In 1982 the kitchen was surveyed as part of a wider 
scheme of college surveys (anon 1983). The 14th century kitchen included several phases of 
alteration particularly in the 16th and 17th centuries. In 1995 the Bell Tower was surveyed 
during renovation works (Parkinson and Booth 1996; UAD 441), the 14th century Chapel in 
1996 (UAD 794), and the 15th century Warden’s Barn was recorded in 1998 (UAD 445). 
Timbers from the Bell Tower at New College have been subject to tree ring dating, producing 
a date range of 1276-1396. This corresponds to the documentary records for the construction 
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of the tower in 1397. Furthermore timber from the New College Cloister door produced a date 
range of 1347-1360. The timbers were derived from the Baltic region (Worthington and Miles 
2006). 
 
Architects: 
Cloister: William Wynford? 
New Buildings: Scott 1872 

Academic statements 
MPP Class Description 
 ‘A sample of nationally important sites should include examples of early medieval 
establishments of secular priests (if a well-preserved site can be identified), a prebendal or 
portional college of the 12th or 13th century, later medieval chantry foundations of both high 
and low status in both urban and rural situations, and possibly several major academic 
colleges. This last type is of special importance in demonstrating the post-medieval continuity 
of a tradition restricted to a narrow social and economic context’ (English Heritage 1989). 
 
‘larger than all the other 14th century colleges combined’ (Tyack 1998: 40) 
 
The ‘first college to be conceived as part of a dual foundation , with a ‘feeder’ school at 
Winchester’ and the ‘first time in Oxford all he buildings were conceived as a coherent 
architectural whole, with the disparate elements of earlier colleges – Hall, Chapel, Library, 
chambers for Fellows, lodgings for the head of the College, kitchen- all grouped together in a 
single magnificent set of buildings, larger than anything built within the walls since the 
construction of St Frideswides Priory 200 years before’ (Tyack 1998: 40) 
 
‘New College served as a model for collegiate architecture, in Oxford ad elsewhere, down to 
recent times’ (Tyack 1998: 40). 
 
Perpendicular Gothic- in the north range William Wynford created one of its definitive 
monuments ‘ (Tyack 1998: 43). 
 
‘The Chapel reflects the founder’s determination to leave behind him a magnificent chantry in 
which prayers and Masses for his could cold be offered ‘ (Tyack 1998: 44). 
 
The Chapel misiricords are  ‘amongst the most inventive and humorous examples of medieval 
craftsmanship in Oxford’ (Tyack 1998: 44). 
 
Cocklofts ‘first recorded at New College in 1539’ (Tyack 1998:85). 
 
The first open ended courtyard to be completed at Oxford was at New College in 1682-1707 
(Tyack 1998: 132). 

Research agenda 
Pre-College research agenda 

 What can remains tell us about domestic, horticultural and industrial activity within the 
town walls?  

 Can the Late Saxon defences be further identified, dated and understood?  
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 What can archaeological investigation tell us about the period of abandonment of 
tenements in Oxford during the 13th and 14th centuries? 

College research agenda 

 How does the material culture, diet and wealth of the college vary through time and 
contrast with contemporary colleges? 

 The potential is noted for geophysical survey in the garden and grounds to identify formal 
garden design and/or evidence for the medieval academic halls 

 The desirability of an integrated conservation management plan that addresses the issue 
of the long term conservation of below-ground archaeological deposits is noted. 

Associated Monuments 
UAD Monument 2: Saxon defences (site of). Probable line of former burh defences 
UAD Monument 4: City Wall (site of). Former line of City Wall through Corpus Christi 
UAD Monument 47: Bowling Green, New College. 18th century 
UAD Monument 116: New College. University College 
UAD Monument 295: Tower Cottage, Holywell Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 296: 68 Holywell Street. 17th century 
UAD Monument 297: 67 Holywell Street. 17th century 
UAD Monument 298: 65 Holywell Street. 17th century 
UAD Monument 306: 16-7 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 307: 15 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 308: 9-14 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 309: 8 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 310: 4 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 311: 1-3 Longwall Street. 17th-18th century 
UAD Monument 366: Hospital of St Peter  
UAD Monument 413: City Wall Bastion 9. 13th century 
UAD Monument 414: City Wall Bastion 10. 13th century 
UAD Monument 415: Postern Gate. 13th century  
UAD Monument 416: City Wall Bastion 11. 13th century 
UAD Monument 417: City Wall Bastion 12. 13th century 
UAD Monument 418: City Wall Bastion 13. 13th century 
UAD Monument 419: Postern Gate. 13th century 
UAD Monument 420: Postern Gate. 13th century 
UAD Monument 421: City Wall Bastion 14. 13th century 
UAD Monument 422: City Wall Bastion 15. 13th century 
UAD Monument 423: Postern Gate. 13th century 
UAD Monument 424: City Wall Bastion 16. 13th century 
UAD Monument 612: Historic buildings, Holywell Street. 17th century 
UAD Monument 620: Historic buildings, Longwall Street. 17th century  
UAD Monument 677: New College Gardens 16th century 
UAD Monument 716: Longwall Street. Saxon 
UAD Monument 720: New College Lane. Saxon 
UAD Monument 791: Medieval Settlement Salter North East 3 
UAD Monument 792: Medieval Settlement Salter North East 4 
UAD Monument 793: Medieval Settlement Salter North East 5 
UAD Monument 804: Late Saxon settlement. Eastern suburb 
UAD Monument 809: Arthur Hall. Former academic hall 
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UAD Monument 819: Bole Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 836: Deudamour Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 840: Elm Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 841: Hall of Four Sons of Edmund. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 849: Great Hammer Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 850: Little Hammer Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 867: Maiden Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 896: St Nicholas Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 903: Sheld Hall. Former academic hall 
UAD Monument 921: Hammer Hall Lane 
 

Associated Events 

 Finds 1874 (UAD 1259): jug was found. 

 Finds 1879 (UAD 695): A small bronze coin of Theodosius, bronze knife handle and 15th 
century encaustic tiles were discovered below the chapel floor. 

 Finds in 1881 (UAD 1324): Pewter plates were recovered. 

 Finds in 1885 (UAD 1197): A brass tradesman's token from 1652 was found. 

 Observations in 1895 (UAD 1344): Hurst recorded a blocked postern in the City Wall about 
2 m from the NE corner Bastion in New College gardens.  

 Finds in 1904 (UAD 1323): Pottery was found. 

 Excavations in 1928 (UAD 659): Excavations were carried out at Bastion 16 on the east 
wall. The Bastion straight jointed onto the wall which continued about 0.3 m each side 
across its back. The footings rested on the natural gravel. Inside the Bastion the ground 
had been disturbed to a considerable depth. 

 Excavations in 1949 (UAD 149): Recording of the outer face of the City Wall.  Pre wall gully 
and a post-medieval drainage ditch recorded. Pottery from Saxon period onwards.  

 Building work on the City wall, c1956. (UAD 903): During repair work a Palaeolithic fossil 
vertebra of an icthyosaurus was found. 

 Excavations in 1960-2. (UAD 910):  The site should lie over the City Ditch. Pottery was 
found. No details are available. 

 Finds in 1965 (UAD 1526): Work on the ceilings in the 'front quad' uncovered parchment 
fragments pasted on to them. These had been placed to form a base for painting. The 
fragments had been taken from documents, including early polyphonic music and a 13th 
century legal manuscript. 

 Finds 1980 (UAD 556): Two boxes of finds collected from the time the tower started to be 
used in 1880 including medieval and post-medieval pottery as well as more recent 
material. 

 Building Survey, Long Room 1981 (UAD 630): The Long Room dates from the late 14th 
century and acted as a common latrine for the college. In 1903 water closets were fitted 
and bathrooms installed on the first floor. Doors and windows were later additions to the 
ground floor.  

 Building Survey, Kitchen 1982 (UAD 633): A ground floor kitchen was built in the 14th 
century, reached from the hall by a staircase which still has old handrails. Two bread 
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ovens occupied the north east corner. A turret staircase in the north west corner leads to 
the 14th century beer cellar. The roof is original, and has three bays. 

 Watching Brief JCR Extension, 1987 (UAD 497): Red, clay loam recorded typical of the turf 
facing of the Saxon rampart. This section was part of the extension of the town and might 
have been expected to have stone facing from the start. 

 Excavations Bell Tower 1991 (UAD 427): Medieval layer which may have been from the 
original rampart and tipped into the ditch. Around the tower were mortar paths damaged 
by the Library construction. The make up layer above the fill was sealed by modern make 
up. The findings suggest that the berm between the City Wall and Ditch was c10 m wide. 

 Excavations in 1993 (UAD 303): Recording of the City Wall and Bastion 12.  Evidence for 
post-medieval and modern pits and deposits up against the walls was common. One 
possible structure was located adjacent to the bastion. No sign of the City Ditch to the 
north of the wall or the outer city wall were found as the trenches were not deep enough.  

 Excavations in 1993 (UAD 367): The mound was built at the end of the 16th century when 
such garden features were fashionable. Excavations at the top found what appeared to be 
the top of the steps just below the surface, suggesting the top had been lowered. No steps 
were found on the side of the mound. But some traces of mortar bedding survived. Wall 
foundations and a mortared surface at the base are probably the remains of the Doric 
temple.  

 Watching Brief in 1994 (UAD 605): The nature of the footings of the college buildings was 
revealed. Rubble footings lay on the natural gravel with ashlar above. In the Garden Quad 
the trench was further from the building. A section of a footing running south east from 
the 'Chequer' was found. 

 Evaluation in 1995 (UAD 428): A sequence of medieval and post-medieval deposits were 
sealed below the existing slab floor. 

 Building survey, Bell Tower 1995 (UAD 441): The inner and outer walls were recorded, 
including the positions of putlog holes. These were not in identical positions showing that 
the two sets of scaffolding were independent. The carpentry of the ceiling and floor 
timbers was also looked at. The watching brief concentrated on the below floor work 
which unexpectedly involved removal of masonry around the door. No sign of the early 
City Wall was found. 

 Watching Brief in 1996-7 (UAD 388): This wall is the probable line of the City Wall. The 
footings of an EW wall were found, set in an in-filled ditch. Further test pits in 1997 found 
garden deposits, the ledge of the outer City Wall and an area of cobbles. Stages of 
construction and repair of the outer wall were identified. The cobbles may have been 
related to a gateway in the City Wall.  

 Building Survey, Chapel in 1996-7 (UAD 794): The principal aim of the survey was to record 
the stained glass. 

 Building Survey, The Warden's Barn, 1998 (UAD 445): The Barn was probably built in 
1402/3, but was outside the college until a bridge was built in 1676. The medieval layout 
is preserved in the timbers of the roof bay. At the west end was a barn, in the centre a 
stable and at the east end a guest chamber, later used as a brewhouse. The interior of the 
barn section in particular shows later alterations. 

 Watching Brief in 2000 (UAD 491): The rear garden wall comprised the external fascia of 
the City Wall and there was a wall scar aligned with the trench. In the west of the trench 
the City wall was exposed for c0.8 m below ground. No sign of any other wall was found 
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and the wall scar at no point was tied into the City Wall. Layers within the trench were 
garden soils with some post-medieval finds. 
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